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Abstract—Recent deep monocular depth estimation approaches based on supervised regression have achieved remarkable
performance. However, they require costly ground truth annotations during training. To cope with this issue, in this paper we present a
novel unsupervised deep learning approach for predicting depth maps. We introduce a new network architecture, named Progressive
Fusion Network (PFN), that is specifically designed for binocular stereo depth estimation. This network is based on a multi-scale
refinement strategy that combines the information provided by both stereo views. In addition, we propose to stack twice this network in
order to form a cycle. This cycle approach can be interpreted as a form of data-augmentation since, at training time, the network learns
both from the training set images (in the forward half-cycle) but also from the synthesized images (in the backward half-cycle). The
architecture is jointly trained with adversarial learning. Extensive experiments on the publicly available datasets KITTI, Cityscapes and
ApolloScape demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model which is competitive with other unsupervised deep learning
methods for depth prediction.
Index Terms—Stereo Depth Estimation, Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNet), Deep Multi-Scale Fusion, Cycle network.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
Most previous works considering deep architectures for predicting
depth maps operate in a supervised learning setting [1], [2],
[3], [4] and employ powerful deep regression models based on
Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNet). These models are
usually designed for monocular depth estimation, i.e. they are
trained to learn the transformation from a single RGB image
to a depth map in a pixel-to-pixel fashion. However, supervised
learning models require ground-truth depth data which are usually
costly to acquire. This problem is especially relevant with deep
learning architectures, as large amounts of data are typically re-
quired in order to produce satisfactory performance. Furthermore,
monocular depth estimation is an inherently ill-posed problem
due to the well-known scale ambiguity issue [5]. For instance,
given an image patch of a blue sky, it is difficult to predict if this
patch is infinitely far away (sky), or whether it is part of a blue
object. Therefore, local information such as the texture must be
combined with contextual information. Additionally, in complex
environments as those encountered by autonomous driving cars,
current depth estimation methods still have difficulties in predict-
ing accurately depth maps from a single camera. These difficulties
are encountered in particular when many objects are present in the
scene due to the several occlusions.
To tackle these problems, unsupervised (also called self-
supervised) learning-based approaches for depth estimation op-
erating on a stereo setting have been introduced [6], [7], [8],
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Fig. 1: Motivation of the proposed unsupervised depth estimation
approach using cycled generative networks.
[9]. These methods operate by learning the correspondence field
(i.e. the disparity map) between two different image views of a
calibrated stereo camera using only the left and right RGB images
(no ground-truth depth map). The disparity refers to the difference
in image location of an object seen by the left and right cameras.
Importantly, the disparity value is inversely proportional to the
object depth at the corresponding pixel location. Then, given the
calibration parameters of the stereo cameras, the depth maps can
be calculated using the predicted disparity maps. At test time,
depending on the network architecture, depth is estimated either
from a single stereo view [8] (referred to as monocular depth
estimation) or stereo pairs [10] (referred to as binocular or stereo
depth estimation). Thanks to this formulation, we avoid ground-
truth data collection, using lidar for instance, that is much more
complex (eg. multimodal-synchronization, hardware constraints)
and expensive than adding a second camera. Another potential
advantage of unsupervised depth estimation can be found in online
adaptation as in [11], where the network is self-adapted in an
online fashion at testing time when depth supervision is no more
available. Most of previous works [8], [9] are based on a common
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strategy introduced in [12]: given a pair of left and right images
a neural network is trained for the task of predicting the right-to-
left disparity map from the left image. The left image can then
be re-synthesized by warping the right image accordingly to the
predicted disparity. The network is trained by minimizing a left
image reconstruction loss (see Sec 3.1 for technical details). This
approach relies on the supervision from the image synthesis of
an expected view, whose quality plays a direct influence on the
performance of the estimated disparity map. Significant progress
has been made recently along this research line [8], [13], [14].
In this paper, we follow this research thread and propose a
novel end-to-end trainable deep network model for adversarial
learning-based depth estimation given stereo image pairs. Contrary
to most recent works [8], [9], [12], we focus on the binocular
scenario where stereo image pairs are available both at training
and test time. The proposed approach consists of a generative sub-
network which predicts the two disparity maps from the right to
the left views and vice-versa. This sub-network is stacked twice in
order to form a cycle as illustrated in Fig. 1. This novel network
design provides strong constraints and supervision for each image
view, facilitating the optimization of the network. It is important
to mention that, despite the cycle shape and the use of adversarial
loss, our cycle approach is not directly related to Cycle-GAN
[15]. Cycle-GAN is designed for image-to-image translation when
paired data are not available. In the case of binocular stereo depth
estimation, paired data are available (i.e. corresponding left/right
images). Our cycle approach can be interpreted as a form of
data-augmentation since, at training time, the network learns to
predict disparity maps from images of the training set (in the
forward cycle pass), but also from synthesized images (in the
backward cycle pass). In addition, it prevents the sub-network to
predict blurred or deformed images in the forward cycle pass,
since it would suffer the consequences in the backward cycle pass.
The whole cycle is jointly learned and the final disparity map is
produced by the first G network.
Part of the material presented in this paper appeared in [10].
The current paper extends [10] in several ways:
• First, we present a more detailed analysis of related works by
including recently published works dealing with supervised
and unsupervised depth estimation.
• Second, we propose a novel network architecture named
Progressive Fusion Network (PFN), that is specifically de-
signed for binocular stereo depth estimation. This network is
based on a multi-scale refinement strategy that combines the
information provided by the left and right images.
• Third, the cycle model proposed in [10] is adapted in order to
benefit from the two disparity maps predicted by the proposed
PFN.
• Finally, we significantly extend our quantitative evaluation
by performing an in-detail ablation study and by comparing
our binocular stereo model with the very recent works in
this area. Our extensive experiments on three large publicly
available datasets (i.e. KITTI [16], Cityscapes [17] and Apol-
loScape [18]) demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
adversarial image synthesis, cycled generative network struc-
ture and Progressive Fusion Network. On the widely used
KITTI dataset, our approach is competitive with state of the
art methods on the static unsupervised setting.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we analyze the related work considering both supervised and
unsupervised depth estimation methods. The details of our method
are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental
evaluation and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2 RELATED WORK
In this section we review previous works focusing on depth
estimation with deep learning models and, more broadly, consid-
ering pixel-level prediction tasks. We also briefly discuss previous
approaches on cascade regression as the proposed PFN strategy is
inspired from them.
2.1 Supervised Depth Estimation
In the last decade, deep learning models have greatly improved
the performance of supervised approaches for depth estimation.
Given enough training data, deep neural networks have been
shown to be especially effective in predicting depth maps in a
monocular setting [1], [3], [4], [19], [20]. A first ConvNet was
proposed by Eigen et al. [1], where the benefit of considering
both local and global information was demonstrated. Other works
considered probabilistic graphical models implemented as neural
networks for end-to-end optimization, boosting the performance
of deep regression models [3], [4], [21], [22]. In particular, Wang
et al. [21] proposed a ConvNet integrated with a hierarchical
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) for joint depth estimation and
semantic segmentation. Xu et al. [22] introduced a CRFs-based
approach for learning deep representations and highlighted the
benefit of exploiting information from multiple scales to improve
depth predictions. A similar idea was also exploited in [4], where
a structured attention mechanism was integrated into the CRFs.
Similarly, stereo matching has been tackled using supervised
ConvNet models. Chang et. al [23] introduce a pyramid pooling
module for incorporating global context information into image
features. In [24] a residual refinement network is adopted to
to improve prediction. Finally, Tulyakov et al. [25] propose a
sub-pixel cross-entropy loss combined with a MAP estimator in
order to handle stereo ambiguous matches. However, supervised
learning-based approaches rely on expensive ground-truth depth
data for training and are not flexible to be deployed in novel
environments. Even if synthetic data generation has been proposed
to partially tackle this issue [26], the cost of synthesizing realistic
data remains high.
2.2 Unsupervised Depth Estimation
More recent works proposed deep learning models for unsuper-
vised learning-based depth estimation [9], [14], [27], [28], [29],
thus avoiding the use of costly ground truth depth annotations. For
instance, Garg et al. [12] introduced an approach to learn predict-
ing the depth map in an indirect way. They used a Convolutional
Neural Network to estimate the right-to-left disparity map from
the left image and then to accordingly warp the right image to
the predicted disparity in order to reconstruct the left image. They
also trained the network in order to minimize the discrepancy
between the original and the reconstructed left image. Improving
upon [12], Godard et al. [8] proposed to estimate both the left-
to-right and right-to-left disparity maps using a single generative
network and utilized the consistency between them to constrain
the model. In [30], 3D convolutions are employed to perform
3D feature matching leading to computationally costly model
(inference about 1 fps). Zhou et al. [13] introduced an approach to
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jointly learn the depth and the camera pose adopting a single deep
network. Importantly, most of these works focus on the monocular
setting since, at test time, depth is estimated from a single stereo
view. Conversely, in this work, we focus on the binocular stereo
depth estimation scenario where both images are available at test
time. Other works considered jointly learning the scene depth
and the ego-motion in monocular videos without using ground-
truth data [13], [31], [32], [33], [34]. These works demonstrated
that by integrating temporal information and considering multiple
consecutive frames better estimates can be obtained. In opposition
to these works, we purely focus on improving the performance of
unsupervised frame-level depth estimation without exploiting any
additional information such as temporal consistency or supervision
from related tasks (e.g. segmentation, ego-motion estimation, etc.).
2.3 Pixel-level prediction
Beyond depth estimation, great progress has also been made in
many pixel-level prediction tasks thanks to the development of
deep learning architectures and, in particular, of fully convolu-
tional neural networks. Specifically, pixel-level prediction tasks
refer to estimating a continuous value or a category label for
each pixel of an input image. Notable examples are semantic
segmentation [35], [36], surface normal estimation [31], denoising
[37] or image colorization [38]. Some of these works also stressed
the importance of considering multi-scale deep representations
for improving accuracy [39], [40]. Importantly, many pixel-level
prediction methods employed a U-Net architecture [41]. This
architecture consists of an encoder-decoder network that uses
skip connections to preserve local information. However, this
architecture is designed for the task in which the input and the
output images are geometrically aligned [42]. In this paper we
show that, since binocular stereo depth estimation suffers from
the misalignment problem (see Sec. 3.4), the U-Net architecture is
insufficient and requires some adaptation.
Recently, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have at-
tracted a lot of attention, not only for image generation tasks [43]
but also for pixel-level prediction problems [44]. A major ad-
vantage of GANs is that they consider a global consistency loss
oppositely to traditional losses such as L1 or L2 losses that act
only at pixel level. For instance, in the case of image segmentation,
Luc et al. [35] showed that adversarial training better enforces
spatial consistency among the class labels. In this paper we
argue that spatial consistency is also needed in depth estimation
and propose an adversarial learning scheme for training depth
prediction networks.
Among all pixel-level prediction tasks, optical flow estimation
is surely the most closely related to binocular stereo depth estima-
tion. On one hand, optical flow estimates the 2D shift of each pixel
to align one image at time t and the following image at time t+1
or vice-versa. On the other hand, unsupervised binocular stereo
depth estimation consists in learning to estimate a disparity map
(horizontal pixel shift) to align the two stereo views at the same
time t. In [45], a convNet named flowNet is supervisingly trained
to predict optical flow [45]. More recently, a self-supervised
approach was proposed to implement self-supervised optical flow
estimation [46]. Although the employed self-supervised formula-
tion is close to our approach, we employ a specific coarse to fine
estimation strategy.
2.4 Coarse to fine estimation
Many regression problems in computer vision have been addressed
with a coarse to fine estimation approach. For regression problems,
the coarse to fine strategy is often implemented via cascade
regression [43], [47]: a first coarse estimation of the values of
interest is combined with the input image in order to refine the
prediction. The refinement procedure is repeated until conver-
gence. This approach provides good results since it combines the
global information encoded in the current estimation with the local
information present in the image. A standard implementation, as
in flowNet [45] consists in stacking several ConvNets resulting
in a high computation cost. To keep a low computation cost, we
combine the coarse-to-fine strategy with a multi-scale learning
framework that helps to iteratively fuse the information from
multiple cameras from low to high resolution. In our proposed
model, an estimation is first performed at low resolution, and it is
then used to tackle the misalignment problem and further refine the
prediction. Therefore, the estimation is gradually refined within a
single decoder network.
3 PROPOSED APPROACH
As mentioned in the introduction, our framework for unsupervised
depth estimation has two main contributions. First, we propose to
exploit cycle consistency in order to regularize better our model
and therefore achieve better performance. The cycle consistency
approach is combined with an adversarial learning strategy in
order to further improve the predictions. The details of our model
are given in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Second, we propose a network
architecture named Progressive Fusion Network, that uses a multi-
scale approach to fuse the information provided by each image.
The motivations and the details of this network architecture are
given in Section 3.4. Before presenting the details of our approach,
we briefly introduce in Sec. 3.1 the basics of unsupervised depth
estimation and the notations used in the remaining of the paper.
3.1 Unsupervised Binocular Depth Estimation
In this work, we aim at estimating a depth map given a pair of
images from calibrated stereo cameras. A supervised approach
would consist in learning a stereo matching network that predicts
depth [6]. In this scenario, the network is trained via minimization
of a pixel-wise error measure between the predicted and the
ground-truth disparities. Conversely, we follow an unsupervised
approach: given a left image Il and a right image Ir , we are in-
terested in predicting the disparity maps dr and dl. The disparity
map dr is defined as the 2D map where each pixel value represents
the offset of the corresponding pixel from the left and the right
images. Symmetrically, dl encodes the offsets from the right to
the left images. We propose to estimate the disparity in an indirect
way through image synthesis from different views. Specifically,
the approach consists in training a network to predict disparity
maps that can be used to generate the left images from the right
images or vice-versa. Formally speaking, we assume that a right-
to-left disparity map dl is produced from a generator network
G with both the left and right images, Il and Ir , as inputs. The
warping function fw(·) is used to perform the synthesis of the left
image view by sampling from Ir
Iˆl = fw(dl, Ir). (1)
with
dl,dr = G(Il, Ir). (2)
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<latexit sha1_base64= "/AdhhilAGniGaKShnssB2wsvJ5w=">AAAB6Hicb VBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCBz22YD+gD WWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4P HeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto 5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84 RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5t2gXHGr7gJknXg5qUC OxqD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWU TOsKepZJGqP1sceiMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5 Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhPe+BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT +NRlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGZlOyIXirL6+T9lXV c6tes1ap1/I4inAG53AJHlxDHe6hAS1ggPAMr/Dm PDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDl7+MvQ==</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64= "/AdhhilAGniGaKShnssB2wsvJ5w=">AAAB6Hicb VBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCBz22YD+gD WWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4P HeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto 5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84 RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5t2gXHGr7gJknXg5qUC OxqD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWU TOsKepZJGqP1sceiMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5 Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhPe+BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT +NRlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGZlOyIXirL6+T9lXV c6tes1ap1/I4inAG53AJHlxDHe6hAS1ggPAMr/Dm PDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDl7+MvQ==</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64= "/AdhhilAGniGaKShnssB2wsvJ5w=">AAAB6Hicb VBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCBz22YD+gD WWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4P HeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto 5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84 RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5t2gXHGr7gJknXg5qUC OxqD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWU TOsKepZJGqP1sceiMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5 Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhPe+BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT +NRlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGZlOyIXirL6+T9lXV c6tes1ap1/I4inAG53AJHlxDHe6hAS1ggPAMr/Dm PDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDl7+MvQ==</latexi t><latexit sha1_base64= "/AdhhilAGniGaKShnssB2wsvJ5w=">AAAB6Hicb VBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCBz22YD+gD WWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4P HeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto 5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84 RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5t2gXHGr7gJknXg5qUC OxqD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWU TOsKepZJGqP1sceiMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5 Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhPe+BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT +NRlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGZlOyIXirL6+T9lXV c6tes1ap1/I4inAG53AJHlxDHe6hAS1ggPAMr/Dm PDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDl7+MvQ==</latexi t>
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<latexit sha1_base64=" +hBEd5HPY3mNFwoZc/S840dT5eA=">AAAB6nicbVBN S8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Qe0oWw2k3b pZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZek Aqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLV C6hGwSW2DTcCe6lCGgcCu8Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj+l I8ogzaqz0EA7FsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUIE5bFK A0TVOu+56bGz6kynAmcVQaZxpSyCR1h31JJY9R+vjh1 Ri6sEpIoUbakIQv190ROY62ncWA7Y2rGetWbi/95/c xEN37OZZoZlGy5KMoEMQmZ/01CrpAZMbWEMsXtrYSNq aLM2HQqNgRv9eV10rmqe27du2/Umo0ijjKcwTlcggf X0IQ7aEEbGIzgGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04xcwp/4Hz+AE Jujbk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" +hBEd5HPY3mNFwoZc/S840dT5eA=">AAAB6nicbVBN S8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Qe0oWw2k3b pZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZek Aqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLV C6hGwSW2DTcCe6lCGgcCu8Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj+l I8ogzaqz0EA7FsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUIE5bFK A0TVOu+56bGz6kynAmcVQaZxpSyCR1h31JJY9R+vjh1 Ri6sEpIoUbakIQv190ROY62ncWA7Y2rGetWbi/95/c xEN37OZZoZlGy5KMoEMQmZ/01CrpAZMbWEMsXtrYSNq aLM2HQqNgRv9eV10rmqe27du2/Umo0ijjKcwTlcggf X0IQ7aEEbGIzgGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04xcwp/4Hz+AE Jujbk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" +hBEd5HPY3mNFwoZc/S840dT5eA=">AAAB6nicbVBN S8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Qe0oWw2k3b pZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZek Aqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLV C6hGwSW2DTcCe6lCGgcCu8Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj+l I8ogzaqz0EA7FsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUIE5bFK A0TVOu+56bGz6kynAmcVQaZxpSyCR1h31JJY9R+vjh1 Ri6sEpIoUbakIQv190ROY62ncWA7Y2rGetWbi/95/c xEN37OZZoZlGy5KMoEMQmZ/01CrpAZMbWEMsXtrYSNq aLM2HQqNgRv9eV10rmqe27du2/Umo0ijjKcwTlcggf X0IQ7aEEbGIzgGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04xcwp/4Hz+AE Jujbk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64=" +hBEd5HPY3mNFwoZc/S840dT5eA=">AAAB6nicbVBN S8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Qe0oWw2k3b pZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZek Aqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLV C6hGwSW2DTcCe6lCGgcCu8Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj+l I8ogzaqz0EA7FsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUIE5bFK A0TVOu+56bGz6kynAmcVQaZxpSyCR1h31JJY9R+vjh1 Ri6sEpIoUbakIQv190ROY62ncWA7Y2rGetWbi/95/c xEN37OZZoZlGy5KMoEMQmZ/01CrpAZMbWEMsXtrYSNq aLM2HQqNgRv9eV10rmqe27du2/Umo0ijjKcwTlcggf X0IQ7aEEbGIzgGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04xcwp/4Hz+AE Jujbk=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Fm/lIcMEA5K4QU6DpUf0ETHbrRI="> AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bp7ibsboQQ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMG9 f9diobm1vbO9Xd2t7+weFR/fikp+NUEdolMY/VIMCaciZp1zDD6SBRFIuA034wuyv8/hNVmsXy0WQJ9QWeSBYxgk0hhWN1Oa433Ka7 AFonXkkaUKIzrn+NwpikgkpDONZ66LmJ8XOsDCOczmujVNMEkxme0KGlEguq/Xxx6xxdWCVEUaxsSYMW6u+JHAutMxHYToHNVK96hf ifN0xNdOvnTCapoZIsF0UpRyZGxeMoZIoSwzNLMFHM3orIFCtMjI2nZkPwVl9eJ73rpuc2vYdWo90q46jCGZzDFXhwA224hw50gcAU nuEV3hzhvDjvzseyteKUM6fwB87nD6y/jfA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fm/lIcMEA5K4QU6DpUf0ETHbrRI="> AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bp7ibsboQQ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMG9 f9diobm1vbO9Xd2t7+weFR/fikp+NUEdolMY/VIMCaciZp1zDD6SBRFIuA034wuyv8/hNVmsXy0WQJ9QWeSBYxgk0hhWN1Oa433Ka7 AFonXkkaUKIzrn+NwpikgkpDONZ66LmJ8XOsDCOczmujVNMEkxme0KGlEguq/Xxx6xxdWCVEUaxsSYMW6u+JHAutMxHYToHNVK96hf ifN0xNdOvnTCapoZIsF0UpRyZGxeMoZIoSwzNLMFHM3orIFCtMjI2nZkPwVl9eJ73rpuc2vYdWo90q46jCGZzDFXhwA224hw50gcAU nuEV3hzhvDjvzseyteKUM6fwB87nD6y/jfA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fm/lIcMEA5K4QU6DpUf0ETHbrRI="> AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bp7ibsboQQ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMG9 f9diobm1vbO9Xd2t7+weFR/fikp+NUEdolMY/VIMCaciZp1zDD6SBRFIuA034wuyv8/hNVmsXy0WQJ9QWeSBYxgk0hhWN1Oa433Ka7 AFonXkkaUKIzrn+NwpikgkpDONZ66LmJ8XOsDCOczmujVNMEkxme0KGlEguq/Xxx6xxdWCVEUaxsSYMW6u+JHAutMxHYToHNVK96hf ifN0xNdOvnTCapoZIsF0UpRyZGxeMoZIoSwzNLMFHM3orIFCtMjI2nZkPwVl9eJ73rpuc2vYdWo90q46jCGZzDFXhwA224hw50gcAU nuEV3hzhvDjvzseyteKUM6fwB87nD6y/jfA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fm/lIcMEA5K4QU6DpUf0ETHbrRI="> AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bp7ibsboQQ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMG9 f9diobm1vbO9Xd2t7+weFR/fikp+NUEdolMY/VIMCaciZp1zDD6SBRFIuA034wuyv8/hNVmsXy0WQJ9QWeSBYxgk0hhWN1Oa433Ka7 AFonXkkaUKIzrn+NwpikgkpDONZ66LmJ8XOsDCOczmujVNMEkxme0KGlEguq/Xxx6xxdWCVEUaxsSYMW6u+JHAutMxHYToHNVK96hf ifN0xNdOvnTCapoZIsF0UpRyZGxeMoZIoSwzNLMFHM3orIFCtMjI2nZkPwVl9eJ73rpuc2vYdWo90q46jCGZzDFXhwA224hw50gcAU nuEV3hzhvDjvzseyteKUM6fwB87nD6y/jfA=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="+DoyWyDgxBSkFtU8HBe5MX+5U0Y="> AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FPXisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbV z32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh9uBGJQrbtVd gKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzc X/vF5qwms/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnpu1buvVRq1PI4inME5XIIHdWjAHTShBQxG 8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwARro2Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+DoyWyDgxBSkFtU8HBe5MX+5U0Y="> AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FPXisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbV z32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh9uBGJQrbtVd gKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzc X/vF5qwms/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnpu1buvVRq1PI4inME5XIIHdWjAHTShBQxG 8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwARro2Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+DoyWyDgxBSkFtU8HBe5MX+5U0Y="> AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FPXisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbV z32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh9uBGJQrbtVd gKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzc X/vF5qwms/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnpu1buvVRq1PI4inME5XIIHdWjAHTShBQxG 8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwARro2Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+DoyWyDgxBSkFtU8HBe5MX+5U0Y="> AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FPXisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbV z32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh9uBGJQrbtVd gKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzc X/vF5qwms/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnpu1buvVRq1PI4inME5XIIHdWjAHTShBQxG 8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwARro2Z</latexit>
True?  
Fake?
Iˆr
<latexit sha1_base64="Sr+rfLxPbvwp7TK+Q0WQr51oxsw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQi JKrIREpQRNNAFiTxQEkXryyY55fzQ3RopsvwVtFDRIVo+hoJ/wTYuIGGq0cyudnbcUElDtv1plVZW19Y3ypuVre2d3b3q/kHbBJEW2BKBCnTXBYNK+tgiSQq7oUbwXIUdd3ad+Z1H1EYG/j3NQxx4MPHlWAqgVHroT4H i22Soh9WaXbdz8GXiFKTGCjSH1a/+KBCRhz4JBcb0HDukQQyapFCYVPqRwRDEDCbYS6kPHppBnAdO+ElkgAIeouZS8VzE3xsxeMbMPTed9ICmZtHLxP+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV2iKTC/JARWqZNIB9JjUSQJUcufS5AAxFq yUGIVIzSaippH87i98ukfVZ37Lpzd15rXBXNlNkRO2anzGEXrMFuWJO1mGAee2LP7MVKrFfrzXr/GS1Zxc4h+wPr4xu5cpUE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sr+rfLxPbvwp7TK+Q0WQr51oxsw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQi JKrIREpQRNNAFiTxQEkXryyY55fzQ3RopsvwVtFDRIVo+hoJ/wTYuIGGq0cyudnbcUElDtv1plVZW19Y3ypuVre2d3b3q/kHbBJEW2BKBCnTXBYNK+tgiSQq7oUbwXIUdd3ad+Z1H1EYG/j3NQxx4MPHlWAqgVHroT4H i22Soh9WaXbdz8GXiFKTGCjSH1a/+KBCRhz4JBcb0HDukQQyapFCYVPqRwRDEDCbYS6kPHppBnAdO+ElkgAIeouZS8VzE3xsxeMbMPTed9ICmZtHLxP+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV2iKTC/JARWqZNIB9JjUSQJUcufS5AAxFq yUGIVIzSaippH87i98ukfVZ37Lpzd15rXBXNlNkRO2anzGEXrMFuWJO1mGAee2LP7MVKrFfrzXr/GS1Zxc4h+wPr4xu5cpUE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sr+rfLxPbvwp7TK+Q0WQr51oxsw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQi JKrIREpQRNNAFiTxQEkXryyY55fzQ3RopsvwVtFDRIVo+hoJ/wTYuIGGq0cyudnbcUElDtv1plVZW19Y3ypuVre2d3b3q/kHbBJEW2BKBCnTXBYNK+tgiSQq7oUbwXIUdd3ad+Z1H1EYG/j3NQxx4MPHlWAqgVHroT4H i22Soh9WaXbdz8GXiFKTGCjSH1a/+KBCRhz4JBcb0HDukQQyapFCYVPqRwRDEDCbYS6kPHppBnAdO+ElkgAIeouZS8VzE3xsxeMbMPTed9ICmZtHLxP+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV2iKTC/JARWqZNIB9JjUSQJUcufS5AAxFq yUGIVIzSaippH87i98ukfVZ37Lpzd15rXBXNlNkRO2anzGEXrMFuWJO1mGAee2LP7MVKrFfrzXr/GS1Zxc4h+wPr4xu5cpUE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sr+rfLxPbvwp7TK+Q0WQr51oxsw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQi JKrIREpQRNNAFiTxQEkXryyY55fzQ3RopsvwVtFDRIVo+hoJ/wTYuIGGq0cyudnbcUElDtv1plVZW19Y3ypuVre2d3b3q/kHbBJEW2BKBCnTXBYNK+tgiSQq7oUbwXIUdd3ad+Z1H1EYG/j3NQxx4MPHlWAqgVHroT4H i22Soh9WaXbdz8GXiFKTGCjSH1a/+KBCRhz4JBcb0HDukQQyapFCYVPqRwRDEDCbYS6kPHppBnAdO+ElkgAIeouZS8VzE3xsxeMbMPTed9ICmZtHLxP+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV2iKTC/JARWqZNIB9JjUSQJUcufS5AAxFq yUGIVIzSaippH87i98ukfVZ37Lpzd15rXBXNlNkRO2anzGEXrMFuWJO1mGAee2LP7MVKrFfrzXr/GS1Zxc4h+wPr4xu5cpUE</latexit>
Iˆl
<latexit sha1_base64="8A1yvH37tM7jPMwqor2ModGg1/g=">AAAB+3icbVC7Ts NAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRNNAFiTxQEkXryyY55fzQ3RopsvwVtFDRIVo+hoJ/wTYuIGGq0cyudnbcUElDtv1plVZW19Y3ypuVre2d3b3q/kHbBJEW2BKBCnTXBYNK +tgiSQq7oUbwXIUdd3ad+Z1H1EYG/j3NQxx4MPHlWAqgVHroT4Hi22SohtWaXbdz8GXiFKTGCjSH1a/+KBCRhz4JBcb0HDukQQyapFCYVPqRwRDEDCbYS6kPHppBnAdO+El kgAIeouZS8VzE3xsxeMbMPTed9ICmZtHLxP+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV2iKTC/JARWqZNIB9JjUSQJUcufS5AAxFqyUGIVIzSaippH87i98ukfVZ37Lpzd15rXBXNlNkRO2anz GEXrMFuWJO1mGAee2LP7MVKrFfrzXr/GS1Zxc4h+wPr4xuwGJT+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8A1yvH37tM7jPMwqor2ModGg1/g=">AAAB+3icbVC7Ts NAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRNNAFiTxQEkXryyY55fzQ3RopsvwVtFDRIVo+hoJ/wTYuIGGq0cyudnbcUElDtv1plVZW19Y3ypuVre2d3b3q/kHbBJEW2BKBCnTXBYNK +tgiSQq7oUbwXIUdd3ad+Z1H1EYG/j3NQxx4MPHlWAqgVHroT4Hi22SohtWaXbdz8GXiFKTGCjSH1a/+KBCRhz4JBcb0HDukQQyapFCYVPqRwRDEDCbYS6kPHppBnAdO+El kgAIeouZS8VzE3xsxeMbMPTed9ICmZtHLxP+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV2iKTC/JARWqZNIB9JjUSQJUcufS5AAxFqyUGIVIzSaippH87i98ukfVZ37Lpzd15rXBXNlNkRO2anz GEXrMFuWJO1mGAee2LP7MVKrFfrzXr/GS1Zxc4h+wPr4xuwGJT+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8A1yvH37tM7jPMwqor2ModGg1/g=">AAAB+3icbVC7Ts NAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRNNAFiTxQEkXryyY55fzQ3RopsvwVtFDRIVo+hoJ/wTYuIGGq0cyudnbcUElDtv1plVZW19Y3ypuVre2d3b3q/kHbBJEW2BKBCnTXBYNK +tgiSQq7oUbwXIUdd3ad+Z1H1EYG/j3NQxx4MPHlWAqgVHroT4Hi22SohtWaXbdz8GXiFKTGCjSH1a/+KBCRhz4JBcb0HDukQQyapFCYVPqRwRDEDCbYS6kPHppBnAdO+El kgAIeouZS8VzE3xsxeMbMPTed9ICmZtHLxP+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV2iKTC/JARWqZNIB9JjUSQJUcufS5AAxFqyUGIVIzSaippH87i98ukfVZ37Lpzd15rXBXNlNkRO2anz GEXrMFuWJO1mGAee2LP7MVKrFfrzXr/GS1Zxc4h+wPr4xuwGJT+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8A1yvH37tM7jPMwqor2ModGg1/g=">AAAB+3icbVC7Ts NAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRNNAFiTxQEkXryyY55fzQ3RopsvwVtFDRIVo+hoJ/wTYuIGGq0cyudnbcUElDtv1plVZW19Y3ypuVre2d3b3q/kHbBJEW2BKBCnTXBYNK +tgiSQq7oUbwXIUdd3ad+Z1H1EYG/j3NQxx4MPHlWAqgVHroT4Hi22SohtWaXbdz8GXiFKTGCjSH1a/+KBCRhz4JBcb0HDukQQyapFCYVPqRwRDEDCbYS6kPHppBnAdO+El kgAIeouZS8VzE3xsxeMbMPTed9ICmZtHLxP+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV2iKTC/JARWqZNIB9JjUSQJUcufS5AAxFqyUGIVIzSaippH87i98ukfVZ37Lpzd15rXBXNlNkRO2anz GEXrMFuWJO1mGAee2LP7MVKrFfrzXr/GS1Zxc4h+wPr4xuwGJT+</latexit>
Iˆr
<latexit sha1_base64="Sr+rfLxPbvwp7TK+Q0WQr51oxsw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQi JKrIREpQRNNAFiTxQEkXryyY55fzQ3RopsvwVtFDRIVo+hoJ/wTYuIGGq0cyudnbcUElDtv1plVZW19Y3ypuVre2d3b3q/kHbBJEW2BKBCnTXBYNK+tgiSQq7oUbwXIUdd3ad+Z1H1EYG/j3NQxx4MPHlWAqgVHroT4H i22Soh9WaXbdz8GXiFKTGCjSH1a/+KBCRhz4JBcb0HDukQQyapFCYVPqRwRDEDCbYS6kPHppBnAdO+ElkgAIeouZS8VzE3xsxeMbMPTed9ICmZtHLxP+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV2iKTC/JARWqZNIB9JjUSQJUcufS5AAxFq yUGIVIzSaippH87i98ukfVZ37Lpzd15rXBXNlNkRO2anzGEXrMFuWJO1mGAee2LP7MVKrFfrzXr/GS1Zxc4h+wPr4xu5cpUE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sr+rfLxPbvwp7TK+Q0WQr51oxsw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQi JKrIREpQRNNAFiTxQEkXryyY55fzQ3RopsvwVtFDRIVo+hoJ/wTYuIGGq0cyudnbcUElDtv1plVZW19Y3ypuVre2d3b3q/kHbBJEW2BKBCnTXBYNK+tgiSQq7oUbwXIUdd3ad+Z1H1EYG/j3NQxx4MPHlWAqgVHroT4H i22Soh9WaXbdz8GXiFKTGCjSH1a/+KBCRhz4JBcb0HDukQQyapFCYVPqRwRDEDCbYS6kPHppBnAdO+ElkgAIeouZS8VzE3xsxeMbMPTed9ICmZtHLxP+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV2iKTC/JARWqZNIB9JjUSQJUcufS5AAxFq yUGIVIzSaippH87i98ukfVZ37Lpzd15rXBXNlNkRO2anzGEXrMFuWJO1mGAee2LP7MVKrFfrzXr/GS1Zxc4h+wPr4xu5cpUE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sr+rfLxPbvwp7TK+Q0WQr51oxsw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQi JKrIREpQRNNAFiTxQEkXryyY55fzQ3RopsvwVtFDRIVo+hoJ/wTYuIGGq0cyudnbcUElDtv1plVZW19Y3ypuVre2d3b3q/kHbBJEW2BKBCnTXBYNK+tgiSQq7oUbwXIUdd3ad+Z1H1EYG/j3NQxx4MPHlWAqgVHroT4H i22Soh9WaXbdz8GXiFKTGCjSH1a/+KBCRhz4JBcb0HDukQQyapFCYVPqRwRDEDCbYS6kPHppBnAdO+ElkgAIeouZS8VzE3xsxeMbMPTed9ICmZtHLxP+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV2iKTC/JARWqZNIB9JjUSQJUcufS5AAxFq yUGIVIzSaippH87i98ukfVZ37Lpzd15rXBXNlNkRO2anzGEXrMFuWJO1mGAee2LP7MVKrFfrzXr/GS1Zxc4h+wPr4xu5cpUE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Sr+rfLxPbvwp7TK+Q0WQr51oxsw=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQi JKrIREpQRNNAFiTxQEkXryyY55fzQ3RopsvwVtFDRIVo+hoJ/wTYuIGGq0cyudnbcUElDtv1plVZW19Y3ypuVre2d3b3q/kHbBJEW2BKBCnTXBYNK+tgiSQq7oUbwXIUdd3ad+Z1H1EYG/j3NQxx4MPHlWAqgVHroT4H i22Soh9WaXbdz8GXiFKTGCjSH1a/+KBCRhz4JBcb0HDukQQyapFCYVPqRwRDEDCbYS6kPHppBnAdO+ElkgAIeouZS8VzE3xsxeMbMPTed9ICmZtHLxP+8XkTjy0Es/TAi9EV2iKTC/JARWqZNIB9JjUSQJUcufS5AAxFq yUGIVIzSaippH87i98ukfVZ37Lpzd15rXBXNlNkRO2anzGEXrMFuWJO1mGAee2LP7MVKrFfrzXr/GS1Zxc4h+wPr4xu5cpUE</latexit>
G
<latexit sha1_base64="/AdhhilAGniGaKShnss B2wsvJ5w=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCBz22YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4 kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZb gR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5t2gXHGr7gJknXg5qUCOxqD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3 PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWUTOsKepZJGqP1sceiMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhP e+BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT+NRlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGZlOyIXirL6+T9lXVc6tes1ap1/I4inAG53AJ HlxDHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDl7+MvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/AdhhilAGniGaKShnss B2wsvJ5w=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCBz22YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4 kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZb gR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5t2gXHGr7gJknXg5qUCOxqD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3 PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWUTOsKepZJGqP1sceiMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhP e+BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT+NRlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGZlOyIXirL6+T9lXVc6tes1ap1/I4inAG53AJ HlxDHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDl7+MvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/AdhhilAGniGaKShnss B2wsvJ5w=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCBz22YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4 kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZb gR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5t2gXHGr7gJknXg5qUCOxqD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3 PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWUTOsKepZJGqP1sceiMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhP e+BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT+NRlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGZlOyIXirL6+T9lXVc6tes1ap1/I4inAG53AJ HlxDHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDl7+MvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/AdhhilAGniGaKShnss B2wsvJ5w=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCBz22YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4 kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZb gR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5t2gXHGr7gJknXg5qUCOxqD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3 PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWUTOsKepZJGqP1sceiMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhP e+BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT+NRlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGZlOyIXirL6+T9lXVc6tes1ap1/I4inAG53AJ HlxDHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDl7+MvQ==</latexit>
Wˆ
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the detailed framework of the proposed cycled generative networks with Progressive Fusion Network for
unsupervised adversarial depth estimation. Lrec represents the reconstruction loss for different generators; Lcon denotes a consistence
loss between the disparity maps generated from the two generators.
Importantly, the image sampler used to implement the warping
function fw(·) needs to be differentiable in order to be able to
train the whole model via gradient descent. Therefore, we use
the image sampler from the spatial transformer network [48] that
employs a bilinear sampler. A reconstruction loss between Iˆl and
Il is thus utilized to provide supervision in optimizing the network
G. Usually, the L1 loss is employed:
Llrec = ‖Il − Iˆl‖1. (3)
Symmetrically, we use the left-to-right disparity dr to synthesize
the left image:
Iˆr = fw(dr, Il). (4)
and obtain the corresponding loss:
Lrrec = ‖Ir − Iˆr‖1. (5)
Finally, if we assume that the images are rectified, and that we
know the baseline distance b between the two cameras and the
focal length f , we can obtain the depth at a pixel location (x, y)
of the left image from the predicted disparity with dl = b
f
d(x,y) .
We now detail how this general unsupervised approach can be
extended to a cycle binocular model.
3.2 Network Training for Binocular Depth Estimation
In this section, we detail the training loss employed in our binoc-
ular depth estimation model. The reconstruction loss is defined as
the sum of the reconstruction losses of the two images.
Lrec = Lrrec + Llrec (6)
where Lrec is defined as in Eqn. (3). In order to constrain the
predicted disparities on each other, we also add an L1-norm
consistency loss as follows:
Lcon = ||dl − fw(dl,dr)||1 + ||dr − fw(dr,dl)||1 (7)
Since the two disparity maps correspond to different views, they
are not aligned and their consistency cannot be measured directly
with an L1 loss . Inspired by [8], we use the warping operation to
make them pixel-to-pixel aligned. More precisely, in the first term
of Eqn. (7), since the left-to-right disparity dr is aligned with the
right image, we use the right-to-left warping fw(dl, .) introduced
in Eqn. (1) to obtain a disparity aligned with dl.
In order to further improve the quality of the synthesized
images, we also propose to use adversarial learning [49]. The key
idea of adversarial learning is to train two networks simultane-
ously, a discriminator and a generator. The objective of the gen-
erator is to generate realistic images (in our case the right image
from the left image and vice-versa). The goal of the discriminator
is to distinguish real images of the training set from generated
images. In our particular case, we add two discriminators Dr and
Dl. The discriminator network Dr is trained to distinguish real
right images Ir from right images that were synthesized from
left images Iˆr . Similarly, Dl is trained to distinguish real left
images Il from left images Iˆl that were synthesized from right
images. In [49] the proposed adversarial loss is formulated as a
min-max objective function that involves a cross entropy loss.
However, in this standard GAN formulation, the optimization
generally suffers from vanishing gradients due to the sigmoid
cross-entropy loss. There have been recent improvements in the
GAN methodology to stabilize training and, to this aim, we use a
least-square GAN loss [50] by substituting the cross-entropy loss
by the least-squares function with binary coding (1 for real, 0 for
synthesized). Consequently, the formulation in Eqn. (9) is split
in two losses used to trained the discriminator and the generator
respectively:
LD,rgan(Dr) =EIr∼p(Ir)[(Dr(Ir)− 1)2]
+ EIl∼p(Il)[Dr(fw(dr, Il))
2]
(8)
LG,rgan(G) =EIl∼p(Il)[(Dr(fw(dr, Il))− 1)2] (9)
The intuition behind Eqn. (8) is that the discriminator is trained to
output 1 when the input image is a real right images and 0 when
the input is a synthesized image. In Eqn. (8), the G network is
trained in order to predict a dr disparity map such that the dis-
criminator confuses the synthesized image with real right images
and, thus, outputs 1. The total adversarial loss for the left-to-right
stream is given by:
Lrgan = LD,rgan + LG,rgan (10)
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(a) The network is composed of two streams that take as input the left and the right images respectively. (b) Stereo Fusion layer
Fig. 3: Illustration of the proposed Progressive Fusion Network (PFN). In the left-to-right stream (in dark red) all tensors are aligned
with right image. Conversely, in the right-to-left stream (in dark blue) all the tensors are aligned with the left image. The estimated
left-to-right disparity d(0)r is used to align the left image feature map ξ
(0)
l and the right-to-left disparity d
(0)
l with the left-to-right
stream. The aligned tensor ξˆ(0)r is then concatenated with the right-to-left stream. Skip connections (dotted lines) are used to transfer
local information from the encoder to the decoder. ⊕ denotes the concatenation operator, w© denotes the warping operator introduced
in (13), Up© denotes the 2× 2 Up-sampling operator.
We define similarly the adversarial loss for the right-to-left stream
Llgan and obtain the total adversarial:
Lgan = Lrgan + Llgan (11)
A major advantage of considering an adversarial loss is that it
imposes a global consistency loss oppositely to the L1 loss used
in Eqn.(6) that acts only locally. Note that, at test time, the
inferred dl and dr are used as final outputs of the model and
the discriminators are not used anymore.
3.3 Cycled Generative Networks for Binocular Depth
Estimation
In order to further exploit the left and right images synthesized
by our half-cycle network, we propose a cycled network structure.
An overview of the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 2. A
first generator network, forward half-cycle, produces two distinct
disparity maps (dr , dl) from different view directions, and synthe-
sizes different-view images as described in Section 3.2, namely
Iˆr ,Iˆl. In the second half-cycle, the generator network G takes
as inputs these two synthesized images Iˆr,Iˆl and predicts new
disparity maps d′r, d
′
l that are again used to synthesize the opposite
views Iˆ
′
r ,ˆI
′
l from the synthesized images. The overall model we
obtain in this way forms a cycle. This cycle formulation can be
seen as a data augmentation approach since, at training time, the
network learns to predict disparity maps from the images of the
training (in the forward half-cycle), but also from synthesized
images (in the backward half-cycle). In the literature, standard
methods using GANs for data augmentation [51], use generally
two separated networks: a data generator network and the network
finally used for prediction. In our case, we employ only a single
network exploiting the left-right consistency of the data since the
G network is used both to generate training data and to estimate
depth. The second half-cycle prevents the first half-cycle network
from predicting inconsistent disparity pairs. Indeed inconsistencies
in the disparities predicted in the forward half-cycle would harm
the estimations of the second half-cycle network. Consequently,
imposing cycle consistency favors consistent predictions in the
first half-cycle. At inference time, the second half-cycle is not
used anymore. More formally, the cycled generative network is
based on the half-cycle structure previously described. Assuming
that we obtained the synthesized image Iˆr and Iˆl from the half-
cycle network, we now aim at predicting the original left image
from Iˆr and the original right image from Iˆl. To this aim, Iˆr
and Iˆl are used as input of the next cycle generative network
G. G produces again two disparity maps d′l and d
′
r. Again, we
synthesize the left-view image Iˆ′l from Iˆr and Iˆ
′
r from Iˆl via
the warping operation fw. Similarly to the forward half-cycle, a
reconstruction loss L′rec is used for the backward half-cycle as in
Eqn. (6). We also add a consistency loss L′rec and an adversarial
L′gan as in Eqn.(7) and Eqn.(11), respectively. During adversarial
learning, synthesized and real images are independently passed to
the discriminator networks.
The full optimization objective consists on the combination
of the reconstruction, adversarial and consistency losses for both
half-cycles and can be written as follows:
L = γ1(Lrec + L′rec) + γ2(Lgan + L′gan)
+ γ3(Lcon + L′con). (12)
where {γi}3i=1 represents a set of weights for controlling the
importance of different terms.
Importantly, when the optimization is finished, given a testing
pair {Il, Ir}, the testing is performed using only the first half-
cycle. Therefore, the proposed cycle approach does not increase
the testing computation time but only the training complexity.
Nevertheless, note that this cycle framework increases the training
complexity by increasing the number of computation operations
but it does not increase the number of parameters. Note that the
discriminators of the two half-cycles share their parameters in
order to avoid an increase in the number of parameters. In other
words, we use a right view discriminator for the right images (Ir ,
Iˆr , Iˆ′r) and a left view discriminator for the left view images (Il,
Iˆl, Iˆ′l), they are denoted in Fig. 2 as Dr and Dl respectively.
3.4 Progressive Fusion Network
When it comes to binocular depth estimation, the question of
how to fuse the information provided by each image needs to be
addressed. A standard approach, as used in [8], consists in simply
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Layer K S Channels left to right branch right to left branch
Encoder (layers share weights among branches) Input Output Input Output
conv 7 2 64 IL conv1L2R IR conv1R2L
pool 3 1 64 conv1L2R pool1L2R conv1R2L pool1R2L
ResNetBlock 3 256 pool1L2R resblock1L2R pool1R2L resblock1R2L
ResNetBlock 4 512 resblock1L2R resblock2L2R resblock1R2L resblock2R2L
ResNetBlock 6 1024 resblock2L2R resblock3L2R resblock2R2L resblock3R2L
ResNetBlock 3 2048 resblock3L2R resblock4L2R resblock3R2L resblock4R2L
Decoder (layers do not share weights among branches) Input Output Input Output
UpConv 3 2 512 resblock4L2R upconv6L2R resblock4R2L upconv6R2L
conv 3 1 512 upconv6L2R + resblock3L2R iconv6L2R upconv6R2L + resblock3R2L iconv6R2L
UpConv 3 2 256 iconv6L2R upconv5L2R iconv6R2L upconv5R2L
conv 3 1 256 upconv5L2R + resblock2L2R iconv5L2R upconv5R2L + resblock2R2L iconv5R2L
UpConv 3 2 128 iconv5L2R upconv4L2R iconv5R2L upconv4R2L
conv 3 1 128 upconv4L2R + resblock1L2R ξ0r upconv4R2L + resblock1R2L ξ0l
conv 3 1 1 ξ0r d
0
r ξ
0
l d
0
l
UpConv 3 2 64 ξ0r upconv3L2R ξ0l upconv3R2L
bilinear upsampling - - 1 d0r up-d
0
r d
0
l up-d
0
l
iconv3 3 1 64 upconv3L2R + pool1L2R + up-d0r + ξˆ0l ξ
1
r upconv3R2L + pool1R2L + up-d
0
l + ξˆ
0
r ξ
1
l
disp3 3 1 1 ξ1r d
1
r ξ
1
l d
1
l
upconv2 3 2 32 ξ1r upconv2L2R ξ1l upconv2R2L
updisp3 - - 1 d1r up-d
1
r d
1
l up-d
1
l
iconv2 3 1 32 upconv2L2R + conv1L2R + up-d1r + ξˆ1l ξ
2
r upconv2R2L + conv1R2L + up-d
1
l + ξˆ
1
r ξ
2
l
disp2 3 1 1 ξ2r d
2
r ξ
2
l d
2
l
upconv1 3 2 16 ξ2r upconv1L2R ξ2l upconv1R2L
updisp2 - - 1 d2r up-d
2
r d
2
l up-d
2
l
iconv1 3 1 16 upconv1L2R + up-d2r + ξˆ2l ξ
3
r upconv1R2L + up-d
2
l + ξˆ
2
r ξ
3
l
disp1 3 1 1 ξ3r d
3
r ξ
3
l d
3
l
TABLE 1: Detailed architecture of the proposed network, for readability reasons we show the half-cycle structure. K , S and Channels
denote convolutions kernel size, stride and output channels respectively. For ResNet blocks K denotes the number of blocks. The +
indicates concatenation between feature maps.
concatenating the two images over the color axis. We denote this
approach as early fusion. On the contrary, in our previous work
[10], we used a late fusion approach that consists in estimating
the two disparities separately employing two separated networks,
before fusing them. In this section, we first explain why these
two approaches suffer from the misalignment between the input
images and the output disparity map. Secondly, we propose a
neural network architecture to face this issue. Let us consider again
the case in which we aim at estimating the right-to-left disparity
dl from the images Il and Ir . When looking at the images, we can
notice that the edges in Il are perfectly aligned with the edges of
dl. This observation results directly from the disparity definition.
Therefore, in order to estimate dl at a pixel location (u, v), the
model needs to look at the pixel values of Il in the neighbour
of the pixel Il(u, v). Conversely, the edges in dl and Ir are not
aligned. More precisely, the model would need to look at the pixel
around Ir(u+ dl(u, v), v) in order to estimate dl(u, v).
In the context of convolutional neural network, this observa-
tion leads to two conclusions. First, when using an early fusion
approach, the local information can be fused by the network, in
practice, only after several layers, when the receptive field of the
activations are larger than the disparity value we want to estimate.
Second, in the case of a late fusion network, the dl disparity
estimated from Il will have better edges since the network can
benefit from the alignment. Conversely, Ir will have a lower
quality since the corresponding network has to handle the input-
output misalignement. Therefore, the benefit brought by the use of
Ir will not be substantial.
To tackle this issue, we propose a Progressive Fusion Network
(PFN). The key idea behind PFN is to first estimate low resolution
disparity maps that are then used to align the image features. These
aligned feature maps are employed to refine the disparity maps at
the higher resolutions. This method is applied iteratively until we
obtain the desired high resolution disparity maps. This iterative
procedure is well in line with the multi-scale approaches that have
shown good performances in the monocular supervised setting
(see Sec 2). The details of the architecture are given in Fig. 3.
We first apply an encoder network on each input images
obtaining two feature maps ξ(0)r and ξ
(0)
l . In our particular case,
we use a ResNet-50 architecture since it has already shown good
performances on the depth estimation problem [8], [20]. We then
estimate the left and right low resolution disparities (d(0)l and d
(0)
r
respectively) from ξ(0)l and ξ
(0)
r respectively. To do so, we employ
a single 3 × 3 convolutional layer with sigmoid activations. Now
that we have a first estimation of the disparity from the left to the
right image, we can employ this disparity d(0)r to warp the feature
maps ξ(0)l and the disparity d
(0)
l from the opposite stream:
ξˆ(0)r = fw(d
(0)
r , ξ
(0)
l ⊕ d(0)l ) (13)
where ⊕ denotes the concatenation operator. By concatenating the
features and the disparity, we provide to the left-to-right stream all
the information currently available in the right-to-left stream. We
obtain a complete left image representation that is aligned with
the right image. Symmetrically, d(0)l is used to warp the feature
maps ξ(0)r and d
(0)
l computed in the opposite stream according to
ξˆ
(0)
l = fw(d
(0)
l , ξ
(0)
r ⊕d(0)r ). Then, we concatenate ξ(0)r , ξˆ(0)r and
d
(0)
r and perform 2 × 2 up-sampling. Finally, the next resolution
feature map ξ(1)r is obtained by concatenation with the feature
maps of the encoder with the same dimension as in a standard U-
Net [41]. The skip connections are employed to transfer directly
the local information from the encoder to the decoder. A similar
operation is applied on the left network leading to ξ(1)l . All these
operations are performed four times in order to obtain the full
resolution disparities.
In order to further benefit from the multi-scale approach, we
employ the L1-norm reconstruction loss Lrec at every resolution
i ∈ {0..3} for both the right and left images:
L(i)rec = ‖I(i)l − fw(d(i)l , I(i)r )‖1+‖I(i)r − fw(d(i)r , I(i)l ).‖1,
Note that L(3)rec corresponds to the highest dimension, and in this
way, to the loss given in Eqn. (6). Consequently, when training
this multi-scale model, Eqn. (6) is replaced by the following multi-
scale loss:
Lrec =
3∑
i=0
L(i)rec. (14)
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A multi-scale loss is also employed in [8], [12], however, in
our model, the low resolution depth maps are not only used to
deeply supervise the network as in [8]. Instead, the low resolutions
depth maps are used to correct the misalignment between the
images and, in this way, help the network to better predict the
higher resolutions.
3.5 Network Implementation Details
We now describe the details of the network implementation. For
the encoder of G, we use a ResNet-50 backbone network as in
[20]. The left and right encoders share the weights. Conversely,
the forward and the backward cycle paths share their parameters.
For the discriminators Dl and Dr , we employ a network structure
which has five consecutive convolutional operations with a kernel
size of 3, a stride size of 2 and a padding size of 1, and
batch normalization [52] is performed after each convolutional
operation. The adversarial loss is applied to output patches and is
implemented following [50]. The encoder network takes as input
images of size 256 × 512. The ResNet-50 encoder outputs high
level features of size (4 × 8 × 2048). As mentioned in Sec 3.4,
each up-sampling is followed by a convolution layer. We employ
3 × 3 convolution layers with number of channels of 512, 256,
128 and 64 respectively with Elu activations.
The detailed architecture of our network is described in Table 1
where we present the structure of our half-cycle network. We
specify the inputs and outputs of each part of the network. In
particular, following the notation of previous Section 3.4 we
denoted with ξˆ the concatenation of features and disparity of one
branch of the network after the warping that aligns them with the
other branch.
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets. We carry out experiments on three large stereo images
datasets, i.e. KITTI [53], Cityscapes [54] and ApolloScape [18].
For the KITTI dataset, we use the Eigen split [1] for training and
testing. This split contains 22,600 training image pairs, and 697
test pairs. We do data augmentation with online random flipping
of the images during training. The Cityscapes dataset is collected
using a stereo camera from a driving vehicle through several
German cities, during different times of the day and seasons.
It presents higher resolution images and is annotated mainly
for semantic segmentation. To train our model we combine the
densely and coarse annotated splits to obtain 22,973 image-pairs.
For testing we use the 1,525 image-pairs of the densely annotated
split. The test set also has pre-computed disparity maps for the
evaluation. The ApolloScape dataset has been collected from a
stereo camera attached to a car driving in different Chinese cities.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to benchmark depth
estimation methods on the ApolloScape dataset. We employ two
sequences from the Scene Parsing data split, scene road02 and
road03, obtaining 9156 training image pairs and 2186 testing
image pairs. Note that, the other sequences use varying setting
stereo camera settings and, as a consequence, cannot be used
easily for depth estimation. The dataset provides dense depth
ground-truth for all the images.
Training Procedure and Parameter Setup. We train the models
denoted with Half-Cycle Stereo with a standard training procedure,
i.e. initializing the network with random weights and making the
network train for 10 epochs. This corresponds to ≈ 28K steps
for both the KITTI and Cityscapes datasets and 11.5K steps for
ApolloScape. The models denoted with Cycle Stereo are optimized
starting from the corresponding pre-trained half-cycle model. We
train the full cycle model for 10 additional epochs with the same
optimization hyper-parameters. We use the Adam optimizer for
the optimization. The momentum parameter and the weight decay
are set to 0.9 and 0.0002, respectively. The final optimization
objective has weighed loss parameters γ1 = 1, γ2 = 0.1 and
γ3 = 0.1. The batch size for training is set to 8 stereo image pairs
and the learning rate is 10−5 in all the experiments. Unlike in [10]
where the learning rate is reduced, in this work it is constant and
each experiment is performed for 10 epochs, significantly reducing
the training time. In addition, in [10], the network is trained for
50 epochs, while the model proposed in this work requires only
20 epochs to converge. The simpler training procedure can be
explained by the lower number of parameters of our proposed
model. Indeed the four decoders used in [10] are replaced by two
decoders that share parameters. Importantly, in our preliminary
experiments, we observed that the SSIM loss is really sensitive to
the training schedule (number of iterations and learning decay) on
KITTI. In order to draw a fair comparison with [8], we employ
the training schedule of [8], when using SSIM on KITTI.
With respect to the time aspect, the training of the Half-Cycle
Stereo network models, on two Titan Xp GPUs and KITTI dataset
for 10 epochs, takes around 4.5 hours for the simpler to 7 hours
for the more complex model. The full model Cycle Stereo requires
10 additional epochs of training that take from 5 to 8 hours
depending on the complexity of the model. Regarding testing, in
our experiments the inference time for each stereo pair is 45 ms.
The proposed model is implemented using the deep learning
library TensorFlow [55]. The input images are down-sampled to
a resolution of 512 × 256 from 1226 × 370 in the case of the
KITTI dataset, while for the Cityscapes dataset, at the bottom one
fifth of the image is cropped following [8] and then is resized to
512 × 256. The resolution of the ApolloScape original images is
3384×2710 pixels. After rectification and cropping using the API
of [18], we obtain 2048 × 1268 pixel images. We then adopt the
standard preprocessing used for the Cityscapes dataset.
Evaluation Metrics. To quantitatively evaluate the proposed
approach, we follow several standard evaluation metrics used in
previous works [1], [8], [21]. Given P the total number of pixels
in the test set and dˆi, di the estimated depth and ground truth
depth values for pixel i, we employ the following metrics:
1) Mean relative error (abs rel): 1P
∑P
i=1
‖dˆi−di‖
di
,
2) Squared relative error (sq rel): 1P
∑P
i=1
‖dˆi−di‖2
di
,
3) Root mean squared error (rmse):
√
1
P
∑P
i=1(dˆi − di)2,
4) Mean log 10 error (rmse log):√
1
P
∑P
i=1 ‖ log dˆi − log di ‖2
5) Accuracy with threshold τ , i.e.the percentage of dˆi such that
δ = max(di
dˆi
, dˆidi ) < α
τ . If not specified otherwise, we
employ α = 1.25 and τ ∈ [1, 2, 3] following the procedure
used in [1].
4.2 Ablation study: Baseline Models
We compare several baseline models for the ablation study:
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Method Warping Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.25
2 δ < 1.253
lower is better higher is better
Half-Cycle Mono+ Lgan [10] w/o 0.165 1.756 6.164 0.257 0.773 0.914 0.962
Half-Cycle Stereo + Lgan [10] w/o 0.163 1.620 6.129 0.254 0.770 0.913 0.962
Cycle Stereo + Lgan [10] w/o 0.153 1.388 6.016 0.247 0.789 0.918 0.965
Half-Cycle Stereo d 0.159 1.374 6.105 0.261 0.764 0.909 0.960
Half-Cycle Stereo d⊕ ξ 0.153 1.260 5.960 0.254 0.777 0.915 0.963
Half-Cycle Stereo + Lgan d⊕ ξ 0.148 1.209 5.827 0.246 0.789 0.921 0.966
Cycle Stereo d 0.146 1.246 5.833 0.239 0.791 0.922 0.968
Cycle Stereo d⊕ ξ 0.141 1.235 5.661 0.234 0.807 0.930 0.970
Cycle Stereo + Lgan d⊕ ξ 0.137 1.199 5.721 0.234 0.806 0.928 0.970
Cycle Stereo + Lgan + SSIM d⊕ ξ 0.102 0.802 4.657 0.196 0.882 0.953 0.977
TABLE 2: Quantitative evaluation results of different variants of the proposed approach on the KITTI dataset for the ablation study.
The estimated depth range is from 0 to 80 meters. Lgan denotes the use of the adversarial loss
Method Warping Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.25
2 δ < 1.253
lower is better higher is better
Half-Cycle Mono [10] w/o 0.468 7.399 5.741 0.493 0.735 0.890 0.945
Half-Cycle Stereo [10] w/o 0.462 6.098 5.740 0.377 0.708 0.873 0.937
Half-Cycle + Lgan [10] w/o 0.439 5.714 5.745 0.400 0.711 0.877 0.940
Cycle + Lgan [10] w/o 0.440 6.037 5.443 0.398 0.730 0.887 0.944
Half-Cycle Stereo d 0.465 6.783 5.503 0.429 0.732 0.887 0.945
Half-Cycle Stereo d⊕ ξ 0.436 6.357 4.877 0.364 0.778 0.915 0.958
Half-Cycle Stereo +Lgan d⊕ ξ 0.429 6.304 5.051 0.343 0.778 0.913 0.957
Cycle Stereo d 0.445 6.008 5.372 0.488 0.743 0.893 0.947
Cycle Stereo d⊕ ξ 0.420 5.767 4.749 0.379 0.790 0.919 0.959
Cycle Stereo + Lgan d⊕ ξ 0.418 5.799 4.698 0.343 0.787 0.917 0.959
Cycle Stereo + Lgan+ SSIM d⊕ ξ 0.404 5.677 4.534 0.324 0.792 0.922 0.962
TABLE 3: Quantitative evaluation results of different variants of the proposed approach on the Cityscapes dataset for the ablation study.
Lgan denotes the use of the adversarial loss.
1) Half-cycle with a monocular setting (Half-Cycle Mono),
which uses the forward branch to synthesize from one image
view to the other with a single disparity map output and the
single RGB image is as input during testing;
2) Half-cycle with a stereo setting (Half-Cycle Stereo), which
uses the forward branch but the network takes as input the two
images. It corresponds to the model as described in Sec 3.2
where G is a PFN as described in Sec 3.2;
3) Cycle Stereo, which corresponds to the model as described
in Sec 3.3 where G is also a PFN as described in Sec 3.2.
We propose to evaluate each model with and without the use of
the adversarial loss. In addition, in order to understand the role of
our PFN, we propose to compare three variants of the compared
models:
1) The model without warping (referred to as w/o in Tables 2).
In that case, we adopt a late fusion approach as in [10];
2) A model in which only the estimated disparities (referred
to as d in Tables 2 and 3) are shuttled to the other
stream. Formally speaking, Eqn. (13) is replaced by ξˆ(0)r =
fw(d
(0)
r ,d
(0)
l ).
3) The full model in which both the disparities and the feature
maps are shuttled (referred to as d⊕ ξ in Tables 2 and 3).
4.3 Ablation study: Results and discussion
To validate that the proposed cycled generative network helps and
that the proposed PFN is effective for the task, we present an
extensive ablation study on both the KITTI dataset (see Table 2),
on the Cityscape dataset (see Table 3) and on the ApolloScape
dataset (see Table 4).
First, we observe, that the cycle approach consistently out-
performs the Half-Cycle approach. For instance on KITTI, if
we compare the Half-Cycle Stereo+LGAN model with Cycle
Stereo+LGAN in which we warp d ⊕ ξ, we observe a 0.0114
gain according to the Abs Rel metric, that corresponds to a 7.76%
improvement. Similar gain can be observed for all the metrics used
in the comparison. Second, we consistently observe a gain when
we employ our PFN network with respect to the fusion model
proposed in [10] independently of the use of the cycle approach.
Again, this boost in performance brought by the PFN is observed
on both datasets and according to all the metrics employed in
this comparison. Interestingly, we notice that, independently of
the use of cycle or adversarial loss, warping both the features and
the disparities, performs better than warping only the disparities.
We observe that, on both datasets, the adversarial loss helps
predicting better depth maps. It confirms that adding a loss that
acts globally can be beneficial for depth estimation. Finally, we
report the results when we add the self-similarity loss proposed
in [8] (referred to as +SSIM in Table 2), Intuitively, the SSIM
loss measures how the object structure in the scene, is preserved
in the synthesized image, independently of the average luminance
and contrast. For more technical details, please refer to [56]. We
observe that it further improves the results of our proposed model.
In order to further compare the different baselines, we propose
to plot the accuracy metric described in Sec. 4.1 for different
threshold values. More precisely, considering that dˆi, di are the
estimated and ground truth depth values for pixel i, we measure
the percentage of dˆi such that δ = max(didˆi
, dˆidi ) < a
τ when τ
varies. Note that contrary to the scores reported in Table 2 and
3, we chose α = 1.1 for the sake of better visualization. The
obtained plots are reported in Fig. 6.
On the KITTI dataset, we first notice that the results in the
plot are in line with those presented in Table 2 since we clearly
observe the benefit of the use of both our cycle setting and the
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1
RGB Image Half-Cycle, d Half-Cycle, d⊕ ξ Half-Cycle + LGAN , d⊕ ξ GT Depth Map
Fig. 4: Qualitative comparison of different baseline models of the proposed Half-Cycle approach on KITTI Eigen test split. From left
to right our stereo disparity progressive fusion, then stereo disparity and features progressive fusion and in the fourth column the full
Half-Cycle model with adversarial learning. First column on the left is the RGB images and right the ground truth depth.
1
RGB Image Cycle, d Cycle, d⊕ ξ Cycle + LGAN , d⊕ ξ Cycle + LGAN&SSIM GT Depth Map
Fig. 5: Qualitative comparison of different baseline models of the proposed Cycle Stereo approach on KITTI Eigen test split. From left
to right RGB images, Cycle Stereo with continuous disparity fusion, Cycle Stereo with disparity and features fusion, in column four
the full model trained with adversarial learning, in column five the futher refined full model with SSIM (self-similarity) loss and in the
right column the ground truth depth maps.
proposed PFN. Interestingly, for both the Half-Cycle and the Cycle
models, the use of the adversarial loss (red lines) reduces the
amount of small errors (τ < 1.00). The amount of large errors
(τ > 1.00) is similar to what is obtained without adversarial loss
(green lines). We also observe that the performance gain of the
Cycle approach (solid lines) is spread uniformly over the whole
range of errors. Similarly, adding the SSIM loss reduces uniformly
the errors and leads to the best performing model. Concerning
the Cityscapes dataset, the accuracy plot confirms the benefit of
using our Cycle approach. Similarly to the KITTI dataset, for both
the Half-Cycle and the Cycle models, the use of the adversarial
loss (red lines) reduces the amount of small errors (τ < 1.00)
but the amount of large errors (τ > 1.00) is similar to what is
obtained without adversarial loss (green lines). Nevertheless, the
boost of the Cycle approach is smaller than that on the KITTI
dataset. When warping only the disparities, the Half-Cycle and
Cycle models perform similarly but the use of a cycle improves
the predictions when warping the feature maps (green and red
lines). As observed on the KITTI dataset, the SSIM loss further
reduces the prediction errors.
In addition to KITTI and Cityscapes, we report an ablation
study on the ApolloScape dataset in Table 4. This dataset pro-
vides dense depth annotation and therefore allows more accu-
rate evaluation. We observe that, for both the Half-Cycle and
the Cycle, our proposed feature alignment and sharing among
stereo branches improves the perfomance. Moreover, it is clear
that adversarial learning contributes to improving the results.
In both Half-Cycle and Cycle settings, every evaluation metric
shows an improvement. These observations are well in-line with
the numbers reported on the KITTI and Cityscapes and further
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
We also perform a qualitative comparison of the different base-
line models with the proposed model. This qualitative evaluation
is performed on the KITTI dataset and the results are shown in
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(a) KITTI dataset
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(b) Cityscape dataset
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(c) ApolloScape dataset
Fig. 6: Accuracy plot with a varying threshold parameter value τ for the KITTI, Cityscapes and ApolloScape datasets. The accuracy
threshold α is set to α = 1.10 for better visualization
Method Warping Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.25
2 δ < 1.253
lower is better higher is better
Half-Cycle d 0.485 14.585 16.098 0.452 0.533 0.802 0.897
Half-Cycle d⊕ ξ 0.469 13.443 15.779 0.448 0.568 0.797 0.886
Half-Cycle + Lgan d⊕ ξ 0.446 12.283 14.600 0.432 0.571 0.822 0.903
Cycle d 0.452 13.079 14.927 0.437 0.573 0.815 0.902
Cycle d⊕ ξ 0.436 11.699 14.661 0.426 0.595 0.810 0.897
Cycle + Lgan d⊕ ξ 0.423 11.582 14.415 0.422 0.624 0.824 0.905
Cycle + Lgan + SSIM d⊕ ξ 0.387 10.097 13.449 0.396 0.669 0.843 0.915
TABLE 4: Quantitative evaluation results of different variants of the proposed approach on the ApolloScape dataset.
Method Cycle Inputs Warping Dataset KITTI ApolloScape
Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log
Half-Cycle + Lgan - d⊕ ξ K 0.148 1.209 5.827 0.246 0.446 12.283 14.600 0.432
Cycle + Lgan (Iˆr ,Il) d⊕ ξ K 0.146 1.466 5.918 0.244 0.441 12.292 14.877 0.438
Cycle + Lgan (Iˆr ,Iˆl) d⊕ ξ K 0.137 1.199 5.721 0.234 0.423 11.582 14.415 0.422
TABLE 5: Ablation study: exploiting resynthesized images. We compare two different approaches for exploiting the resynthesized
images in our cycle network. We present results for the KITTI dataset (left) and for the ApolloScape dataset (right).
two figures in which we compare the Half-Cycle models (Fig. 4)
and the Cycle models (Fig. 5) respectively. First, we observe
that the Cycle setting generates smoother disparity maps than
the Half-Cycle setting. In addition, when only the disparities are
exchanged between the two streams of the PFN, we obtain very
smooth predictions but with a low level of detail. When both the
disparity and the feature maps are warped (d ⊕ ξ models), the
predicted depth maps are more detailed and have sharper edges.
In addition, by looking at the rows 6 and 8 of Figs. 4) and 5), we
notice that the models without feature warping have difficulty in
estimating the depth of nearby objects. Predicting accurate depth
maps for these examples is challenging since the network needs to
handle larger misalignment between the two input images. These
examples illustrate the benefit of our proposed model which is
better handle these difficult cases. Finally, by looking at the rows
1, 2, 4, 5 and 7, we can see that the models without adversarial loss
underestimate the depth of the roads in foreground. Estimating the
depth of the road is challenging since the image is almost uniform
in these regions and the network cannot exploit the edges to
estimate the disparity values. The fact that the GAN loss seems to
help predicting the depth better for the uniform image regions may
explain the reduction of small errors observed with the adversarial
loss in Fig.6. Concerning the Cityscapes dataset, we observe a
similar trend to the KITTI dataset by looking at the qualitative
results reported in Figs. 7 and 8. The proposed PFN produces very
smooth disparities but without much details when exchanging only
the disparity maps between the two streams. For example the road
sign in row 6 (Fig. 7 and 8) is barely distinguishable and the parked
cars in row 5 appear in the disparity maps as a single continuous
object. Models trained with feature and disparity warping (d⊕ ξ)
improve the estimations allowing to capture better the details of
the objects and the background for images in row 1, 2 and 5
(Fig. 7 and 8). This is further improved by the cycle setting and
the adversarial training that, as shown in Fig. 8, produces more
detailed disparities especially in challenging image areas such as
those corresponding to the background.
Ablation study: exploiting resynthesized images. Our proposed
model is designed in two Half-Cycle blocks. The first reconstructs
images that are used as input in the second Half-Cycle. In
Table 5, we compare two different approaches for exploiting the
resynthetised images on both KITTI and Apolloscape. We perform
an experiment where we input in the second Half-Cycle the
right resynthetised image and the real left image. This approach
is compared to our approach where we input both synthesized
images. We observed that the performances decrease when we use
(Iˆr, Il) as input compared to our proposed Cycle model that takes
in input (Iˆr, Iˆl). The performances are similar to our half-cycle
baseline according to several metrics. It validates experimentally
our design choice for the cycle inputs.
Ablation study: discriminator usage. In our model as described
in Sec.3, we employ two discriminators, the first Dr is applied
to the right reconstructed images and the second Dl to the left
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Method Discriminator Warping Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.25
2 δ < 1.253
lower is better higher is better
Half-Cycle + Lgan D shared d⊕ ξ 0.155 1.398 5.951 0.245 0.785 0.919 0.966
Half-Cycle + Lgan Dr and Dl non-shared d⊕ ξ 0.148 1.209 5.827 0.246 0.789 0.921 0.966
TABLE 6: Ablation study: discriminator usage. We evaluate on KITTI the impact of sharing weights among discriminators.
Method Discriminator Warping Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.25
2 δ < 1.253
lower is better higher is better
Cycle w/o d⊕ ξ 0.149 1.338 5.837 0.247 0.792 0.921 0.966
Cycle + Lgan 1st half-cycle d⊕ ξ 0.144 1.399 5.794 0.237 0.801 0.927 0.969
Cycle + Lgan 2nd half-cycle d⊕ ξ 0.141 1.229 5.685 0.235 0.804 0.927 0.969
Cycle + Lgan Both half-cycles d⊕ ξ 0.137 1.199 5.721 0.234 0.806 0.928 0.970
TABLE 7: Ablation study: discriminator usage. We evaluate on KITTI the impact of discriminators on different part of the architecture.
Method Alignment Warping KITTI ApolloScape
Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log
Half-Cycle w/o d 0.169 1.503 6.204 0.265 0.501 14.352 16.134 0.462
Half-Cycle w/o d⊕ ξ 0.159 1.468 6.087 0.251 0.491 14.383 16.366 0.458
Half-Cycle + Lgan w/o d⊕ ξ 0.151 1.501 5.905 0.249 0.468 13.107 15.023 0.445
Half-Cycle With d 0.160 1.374 6.105 0.261 0.485 14.585 16.098 0.452
Half-Cycle With d⊕ ξ 0.154 1.260 5.960 0.254 0.469 13.443 15.779 0.448
Half-Cycle + Lgan With d⊕ ξ 0.148 1.209 5.827 0.246 0.446 12.283 14.600 0.432
TABLE 8: Ablation study: impact of feature alignment: we compare the results without alignment of disparities and features between
the two stereo branches (upper half) and with alignment (bottom half). We conducted experiments on KITTI and Apolloscape.
reconstructed images. We perform an experiment where we apply
a single discriminator D on both images. In Table 6, we observed
that using two discriminators (Dr for Ir and Dl for Il) is
more effective. A possible explanation is that the reconstruction
errors are different between the two synthesized images. Indeed,
when generating the right image, the pixels located in the right
side of the objects are not visible in the left image because
of self-occlusion. Therefore errors are larger on the right of
objects. Symmetrically, when synthesizing the left image, errors
are larger on the left side of objects. The difference distribution
of reconstruction errors can explain why separated discriminators
work better. The second set of experiments concerning the use of
disciminator focuses on the question of where the discriminators
should be employed. Table 7 presents results obtained by using the
discriminators at different locations on the KITTI dataset. These
experiments illustrate the contribution of both the discriminators,
on the first and the second Half-Cycles.
Ablation study: impact of feature alignment. In each stereo
fusion layer, we align the feature maps as formulated in Eqn. (13)
in order to avoid misalignment issues . We now present experi-
ments to measure the impact of this design choice. We evaluate
a variant of our model without using our proposed disparity and
feature alignment. More precisely, instead of aligning the feature
maps before concatenation, we simply concatenate the disparities
and the feature maps in each PFN layer as in the the U-Net
architecture. Results are reported in Table 8 for both KITTI
and ApolloScape. These experiments demonstrate the impact of
feature alignment and illustrate that a U-Net-based architecture
performs better when handling feature misalignment.
4.4 Comparison with the State of the Art
In Table 9, we compare the proposed full model with several
state-of-the-art methods, including the ones with the supervised
setting, i.e. Saxena et al. [5], Eigen et al. [1], Liu et al. [3],
AdaDepth [57], Kuznietzov et al. [27], Xu et al. [4], Jiang et
al. [58], Gan et al. [59] and Guo et al. [60], and the ones with
the unsupervised setting, i.e. Zhou et al. [13], AdaDepth [57],
Garg et al. [12], DispNet [7], MADNet [11] and Godard et
al. [8]. As far as we know, there are not quantitative results
presented in the existing works on the Cityscapes dataset and for
this reason, we perform the comparison on the KITTI dataset.
These results further demonstrate the potential of unsupervised
training for depth estimation. Note that we do not include the
recent work in [33] in Table 9 as a different experimental setup
is considered (different training/test split). Furthermore in [33]
additional information (ego-motion information) is exploited for
depth prediction.
For comparison with the unsupervised methods, we outper-
form previous methods, according to four metrics: Abs Rel, Sq
Rel, RMSE and RMSE log. In particular, we outperform the
binocular methods DispNet [7], MADNet [11] and the method
proposed by Godard et al. [8]. According to accuracy metrics, we
are on par with theses recent approaches. These results illustrate
the benefit of our approach. Note that we compared with Disp-
Net [7], MADNet [11] since they are two recent architectures for
stereo matching with a code that is publicly available and ready-to-
use. Even though, these architectures are trained with supervision
in the original work, we report the performances obtained when
training in the self-supervised setting. Concerning AdaDepth [57],
we must mention that their approach is, to some extent, related to
our approach since they employ adversarial learning in a context
of domain adaptation with extra synthetic training data. Therefore,
the better performance of our model illustrates the superiority of
the proposed cycle-based data-augmentation approach compared
to their use of synthetic data. When we consider the methods that
use several frames at training and test time, only [34] performs
better. Regarding ApolloScape dataset, to the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to benchmark depth estimation methods
on this dataset. We compare our approach with the competitive
unsupervised models proposed in [8], [10] using publicly available
codes. Results are presented in Table 10, our proposed model
improves by a large margin over [10] and the monocular model
of [8], and, importantly, it improves also with respect to the
binocular model of [8] according to five metrics over seven.
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1
RGB Image Half-Cycle, d Half-Cycle, d⊕ ξ Half-Cycle + LGAN , d⊕ ξ GT Depth Map
Fig. 7: Qualitative comparison of different Stereo Half-Cycle models on the Cityscapes testing dataset. The second column presents
progressive disparity fusion, they are in general smoother but don’t present the level of detail that we can find in third and fourth column
where we have progressive feature fusion. Columns three and four present results from models learned with adversarial loss.
1
RGB Image Cycle, d Cycle, d⊕ ξ Cycle + LGAN , d⊕ ξ Cycle + LGAN&SSIM GT Depth Map
Fig. 8: Qualitative comparison of different Stereo Cycle models on the Cityscapes testing dataset. Similarly to Fig. 7 in column two we
present the results with progressive disparity fusion, while columns three, four and five have progressive features fusion.
The conclusion drawn in this quantitative comparison are con-
firmed by the qualitative evaluation reported in Fig 9. Compared to
our previous work [10], we see that our model estimates better the
edges of the objects that appear in the image. For instance in the
second row, we can distinguish better the shape of the trunk of the
tree in foreground. The same remark stands for the reconstruction
of the cars in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 6th rows. Comparing with [8],
we distinguish similarly the edges of the objects but we estimate
better the depth of large horizontal regions of the images. For
instance, the depth of the road is much better estimated by our
proposed model. This is especially true for the rows 1, 5 and 6 in
which [8] underestimates the depth of the road. It can be explained
by the difficulty of handling large displacements between the left
and the right object when the image region does not contain many
edges.
In addition to the several novelties presented in this work with
respect to our previous work [10], the newly proposed model
has fewer parameters and a lower training complexity. The best
performing model of [10] consisted of seven main blocks, an
encoder extracting the features from the images, four decoders,
trained to reconstruct disparities and two discriminators, one for
the right stereo view and one for the left stereo view. This complex
model is trained iteratively to guarantee a good starting point
for fine-tuning the network. Despite the good performance, the
model proposed in our previous work has a complex optimization
process.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a novel approach for unsupervised deep
learning for the depth estimation employing a cycle structure.
This new approach uses cycle consistency such that the network
does not only learn from the training set images but also from
the images generated in the first half-cycle. In addition, we
proposed a generative deep network model specifically designed
for binocular stereo depth estimation. By combining a refinement
approach with a multi-scale strategy we improve the quality of the
predicted depth map. It is worth noticing that although tested in
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Method Sup Camera Video Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.25
2 δ < 1.253
lower is better higher is better
Saxena et al. [5] Y M N 0.280 - 8.734 - 0.601 0.820 0.926
Eigen et al. [1] Y M N 0.190 1.515 7.156 0.270 0.692 0.899 0.967
Liu et al. [3] Y M N 0.202 1.614 6.523 0.275 0.678 0.895 0.965
AdaDepth [57], 50m Y M N 0.162 1.041 4.344 0.225 0.784 0.930 0.974
Kuznietzov et al. [27] Y M N - - 4.815 0.194 0.845 0.957 0.987
Xu et al. [4] Y M N 0.132 0.911 - 0.162 0.804 0.945 0.981
Jiang et al. [58] Y M N 0.131 0.937 5.032 0.203 0.827 0.946 0.981
Gan et al. [59] Y M N 0.098 0.666 3.933 0.173 0.890 0.964 0.985
Guo et al. [60] Y M N 0.097 0.653 4.170 0.170 0.889 0.967 0.986
DF-Net [61] N M Y 0.150 1.124 5.507 0.223 0.806 0.933 0.973
Godard et al. [34] N M Y 0.115 1.010 5.164 0.212 0.858 0.946 0.974
Zhou et al. [13] N M N 0.208 1.768 6.856 0.283 0.678 0.885 0.957
Garg et al. [12] N M N 0.169 1.08 5.104 0.273 0.740 0.904 0.962
Godard et al. [8] N M N 0.148 1.344 5.927 0.247 0.803 0.922 0.964
Godard Stereo [8] N S N 0.109 1.120 5.013 0.205 0.908 0.954 0.973
Pilzer et al. [10] N S N 0.152 1.388 6.016 0.247 0.789 0.918 0.965
DispNet [7] N S N 0.126 0.919 4.733 0.200 0.885 0.954 0.978
MADNet [11] N S N 0.118 1.090 4.926 0.213 0.896 0.954 0.973
PFN (Ours) N S N 0.102 0.802 4.657 0.196 0.882 0.953 0.977
AdaDepth [57], 50m N M N 0.203 1.734 6.251 0.284 0.687 0.899 0.958
Pilzer et al. [10], 50m N S N 0.144 1.007 4.660 0.240 0.793 0.923 0.968
DispNet [7], 50m N S N 0.131 0.712 3.288 0.189 0.901 0.961 0.982
MADNet [11], 50m N S N 0.112 0.753 3.648 0.200 0.907 0.958 0.976
PFN (Ours), 50m N S N 0.097 0.586 3.502 0.185 0.893 0.957 0.979
TABLE 9: Comparison with the state of the art. Training and testing are performed on the KITTI [53] dataset. Supervised and semi-
supervised methods are marked with Y in the supervision (Sup.) column, unsupervised methods with N. Monocular methods are marked
M and binocular methods using stereo images at inference time are marked with S in the Camera. Methods using a frame sequence
in input and, thus, exploiting temporal information, are marked with Y in the Video column. Numbers are obtained on Eigen test split
with Garg image cropping. Depth predictions are capped at the common threshold of 80 meters, if capped at 50 meters we specify it.
Best scores among static unsupervised methods are in bold. Best scores among other method categories are in italic.
Method Sup Camera Video Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.25
2 δ < 1.253
lower is better higher is better
Eigen [1] N M N 1.006 16.840 20.620 1.156 0.229 0.435 0.583
Godard [8] N M N 0.432 12.199 14.497 0.426 0.591 0.832 0.911
Godard Stereo [8] N S N 0.397 10.468 13.865 0.402 0.594 0.848 0.933
Pilzer et al. [10] N S N 0.473 13.660 15.556 0.451 0.558 0.800 0.893
PFN (Ours) N S N 0.387 10.097 13.449 0.396 0.669 0.843 0.915
TABLE 10: Comparison with the state of the art on ApolloScape. We compare out model trained on ApolloScape with those of
Godard et al. [8] and Pilzer et al. [10] using the code provided by the authors.
1
RGB Image Eigen et al. [1] Zhou et al. [13] Garg et al. [12] Godard et al. [8] Pilzer et al. [10] Ours GT Depth Map
Fig. 9: Qualitative comparison with different competitive approaches with both supervised and unsupervised settings on the Eigen test
set of KITTI dataset. The sparse groundtruth depth maps are filled with bilinear interpolation for better visualization.
the unsupervised setting, the proposed PFN can be also used in
a supervised stereo scenario. In this work we decided to focus on
the unsupervised setting because of the aforementioned practical
advantages. However, monocular depth estimation methods can
also benefit from the proposed adversarial approach. Extensive
experiments were conducted on three publicly available datasets
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i.e.the popular KITTI, Cityscapes and ApolloScape datasets. Our
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model, which
is competitive with state of the art approaches for unsupervised
depth estimation. As future works we plan to evaluate the proposed
PFN to other prediction tasks in which the misalignment between
the input images may affect the performance, i.e.optical flow
estimation or video frame interpolation.
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